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All of those times that you just go on running
Leaves me to believe, there's a solitude you need
It takes you away to some place where your alone
How was I to know how this all would go
I know we never talk about it
Try to dance our way around it
My alarms they have sounded
If there's a fear I think we've found it

Everything would be just fine
If maybe we could pass the time, well
We're leaving this all uncovered
For the demons to hold us down
Everything in life just changed
From the moment that you walked away, well
I don't want to leave Uncovered, Uncovered

All of the things I say that you never understand
We got together anyway just not quite the way we'd
planned
I run over that same moment in my mind
There must be some other way for us to pass the time
When you feel broken, bent or bound
I'll keep you safe and sound
It's a fight you'll never win
Let the storyline begin

Everything would be just fine
If maybe we could pass the time, well
We're leaving this all uncovered
For the demons to hold us down
Everything in life just changed
From the moment that you walked away, well
I don't want to leave Uncovered, Uncovered

Though I try to press rewind
Nothing happens every time
There's a line that I have drawn
It's the line we're standing on
No it's nothing like you said
You're like a book I've never read
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I still want to be inside you
I take you for a ride tonight

Everything would be just fine
If maybe we could pass the time, well
We're leaving this all uncovered
For the demons to hold us down
My life changed
From the moment you walked away
I don't want to leave Uncovered, Uncoveredâ€¦
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